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Marketing 

Overview of Dynamics 365 for Marketing October '18 release 

Dynamics 365 for Marketing delivers comprehensive capabilities for creating and running 

multi-channel campaigns to generate leads for your sales team using simple drag-and-drop 

design tools. 

In the October '18 release, new capabilities include account-based marketing and deeper LinkedIn 

integration. The marketing app also supports additional languages and is available in more markets. 

These key areas of investment are designed to help you optimize your marketing efforts: 

• Intelligence integrated into the app means marketers can build custom dashboards using

Power BI to leverage data from various apps, marketing interactions, and other data sources.

Combine these analytics with social listening, which monitors brand awareness and sentiment

on social networks, to get the full picture and evaluate the success of your campaigns—all right

on the visual customer journey canvas.

• Personalized marketing experiences are fine-tuned for both users and prospects.

Account-based marketing helps close more deals by targeting specific accounts that are most

likely to generate revenue. Content management is supported at block level with role-based

editing privileges. The new marketing calendar provides a quick overview of all scheduled

journeys and events to help marketers plan better.

• More integrations with Microsoft offerings include video marketing with Microsoft Stream,

and deeper LinkedIn integration extends into marketing automation.

• Fundamental improvements provide improved performance, and greater scalability and

throughput of email marketing services. The segmentation user interface has been enhanced to

improve usability and performance for the most common scenarios.
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Availability 

All features in this release will be available on the commercial cloud in all markets supported by 

the Dynamics 365 for Marketing app. For status, please refer to the summary of what's new in 

Dynamics 365 for Marketing. 

Tell us what you think 

CRMMarketingPM@microsoft.com  

Summary of what's new in Dynamics 365 for Marketing 

Feature Release type Target release month 

Account-based marketing General Availability October 2018 

Reusable content blocks General Availability October 2018 

Social listening for your campaigns General Availability October 2018 

Marketing calendar for planning General Availability October 2018 

Deep LinkedIn integration General Availability October 2018 

Richer segmentation experience General Availability October 2018 

Custom analytics General Availability October 2018 

Additional languages and geographies General Availability October 2018 

Video content using Microsoft Stream Public Preview October 2018 

  

mailto:CRMMarketingPM@microsoft.com
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Account-based marketing 

With account-based marketing, business-to-business (B2B) marketers can use Dynamics 365 for 

Marketing to target each business account as a single unit, thus increasing integration and alignment 

between the sales and marketing departments. 

Account-based marketing scenarios enable sales and marketing to close more deals by targeting 

specific accounts—those that are most likely to generate the largest revenue. 

Account-based marketing tailors demand generation and messaging for a specific set of accounts to 

ensure relevance and value for them, and for your salespeople. Account-based marketing can help 

organizations to: 

• Align sales and marketing departments by mapping marketing activity to account strategies. 

• Increase return on investment by removing waste and focusing on targeted, 

high-value accounts. 

• Increase account relevance by providing personalized and compelling content. 

• Generate efficiency by identifying specific contacts at specific companies within a 

specific market. 

Account-based marketing can: 

• Identify and create segments of high-value accounts. 

• Identify key stakeholders to reach within each account. 

• Create personalized content, such as emails, based on account. 

• Generate account-level leads and nurture them through the demand-generation funnel. 

• Continuously measure account engagement and optimize your messaging. 
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See account insights on journeys 
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Reusable content blocks 

Reusable content blocks enable Marketing users to define and store reusable blocks of content that 

are easy to add to email and page designs. For example, if you've created a beautiful header for a 

marketing page, you can make it a standard design element by saving it as a reusable block. You can 

also protect some or all of a block's content or design to restrict other users' ability to edit them. 

Reusable content blocks provide a protected way to distribute standard marketing materials and 

design elements among your team for use in campaigns, pages, and emails. Because you can 

selectively protect some aspects of the content, you can improve compliance with your brand 

identity and organizational design standards. 

Use the new content-blocks creator to define the content, design, and rules for each reusable 

content block. You can even include dynamic values from Dynamics 365. Once a block is saved and 

the rules are set, users will be able to see it in read-only mode within the content designer for 

marketing pages and emails. Users can then drag and drop these tiles into their designs and use the 

block. Each block could be as simple as a call-to-action button, or as complex as an event 

countdown timer. 

Social listening for your campaigns 

Modern marketing relies on signals from social media to help keep customers engaged. Social 

listening in Dynamics 365 for Marketing lets marketers add relevant social tags to customer journeys, 

events, and other entities, so they can view the social media response to their marketing initiatives 

right alongside other marketing insights. 

A modern marketer must be able to combine analytics generated through social media platforms 

with those from traditional digital marketing, like email and landing pages, to obtain a 

comprehensive overview of their market impact. Dynamics 365 for Marketing brings together 

insights from multiple marketing channels like events, emails, and landing pages, as well as social 

listening data from various social media platforms. 

Social listening adds: 

• A dedicated social tab to every customer journey and event. 

• A new dashboard for social insights. 
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Marketers use the social tab to establish a collection of specific phrases that are relevant to the 

related customer journey or event, and then monitor social media posts for mentions of those 

phrases. Social listening gathers data from all the major social networks and populates the various 

widgets on the social tab with relevant analytics that reveal how often each phrase is mentioned over 

time, the sentiment associated with each mention, potential influencers that mention the phrases, 

and much more. 

 

Social listening 

Marketing calendar for planning 

The marketing calendar control lets marketers visualize a variety of marketing activities that have a 

start and end date. Effectively, marketers can view many elements of a campaign (such as events) on 

the same calendar, providing an easy overview. 

The calendar enables all stakeholders to view many diverse elements of a marketing campaign on a 

single calendar, allowing for faster decision making. It's easy for events planners to view or create 

sessions straight from the calendar, while accounting for room and speaker availability, without 

leaving the page. 
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The marketing calendar provides a mobile-friendly responsive control that allows users to view and 

in some cases create items on the calendar without leaving the page. Most marketing entities that 

include a start and end date such as journeys and events can be shown. The calendar makes it easy 

to add entities with a click, or view sessions inside an event. 

 

Marketing calendar 

Deep LinkedIn Integration 

Dynamics 365 for Marketing provides deep LinkedIn integration for generating leads from 

professional networks and relationships. New integration features let you run journeys 

specifying targeting on LinkedIn and leverage resulting interactions for orchestration, scoring 

and segmentation. 

Deep LinkedIn integration brings: 

• Optimized and high-quality engagement on LinkedIn through account-based marketing. 

• Generation of more highly qualified leads to be nurtured from within Dynamics 365 for 

Marketing and an increase in the marketing return on investment. 
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Dynamics 365 for Marketing can already sync leads captured using LinkedIn Lead Gen Forms. We are 

expanding on this capability by adding the following functionality: 

• Integrate Dynamics 365 for Marketing segments with LinkedIn-matched audiences. 

• Orchestrate journeys that includes triggers that react to submission from LinkedIn Lead 

Gen Forms. 

• Evaluate the success of your LinkedIn targeting via engagement statistics in Dynamics 365 

for Marketing. 

• Generate leads in Dynamics 365 for Marketing on the account level when retrieving form 

submissions from LinkedIn. 

• Nurture leads via lead scoring based on LinkedIn form submission interactions. 

 

Targeted LinkedIn ads through journeys 

Richer segmentation experience 

The improved segment designer enables marketers and business analysts to create segments more 

easily and efficiently. A host of new business-centric operators will make it simpler for business users 
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to create complex, business-centric marketing segments, allowing them to easily create segments for 

targeted marketing. 

The improved segment designer provides: 

• More operators. 

• Improved user interface performance. 

Custom analytics 

Dynamics 365 for Marketing collects wide-ranging and detailed information about how contacts 

interact with your marketing initiatives. Use custom analytics to organize and present this data within 

the Marketing app. 

Custom analytics can help deliver actionable insights based on data from Marketing and other 

business applications. View reports that are fine-tuned to your business processes and use them to 

identify ways to run more efficient and effective campaigns. In the future, we'll also deliver insights 

based on machine learning to help you get even more out of your business data, acquired data, and 

unique Microsoft data sets. 

Use Dynamics 365 for Marketing to build custom analytics that support your organization's specific 

business processes, drive good decision making, and deliver results. Design charts, graphs, and KPIs 

that you can embed right into the app, where marketers need them most. The solution includes a 

useful collection of analyzers provided right out of the box to help you quickly start building 

deeper analytics. 

New geographical and language support 

For the October 2018 release, we will greatly expand the set of languages and geographies where 

Dynamics 365 for Marketing is available and supported. 

Language availability 

Dynamics 365 for Marketing is currently available in 8 languages. We'll be adding 33 more. 

Currently supported Coming in October '18 

Danish, Dutch, English, 

French, German, Italian, 

Japanese, Spanish 

Arabic, Basque, Bulgarian, Catalan, Chinese (Hong Kong), Chinese (Taiwan), 

Croatian, Czech, Estonian, Finnish, Galician, Greek, Hebrew, Hungarian, 

Indonesian, Korean, Latvian, Lithuanian, Norwegian (Bokmal), Polish, 

Portuguese (Brazil), Portuguese (Portugal), Romanian, Russian, Serbian (Latin), 

Serbian Cyrillic, Slovak, Slovenian, Swedish, Thai, Turkish, Ukrainian, 

Vietnamese 

* Right-to-left (RTL) languages aren't supported on marketing pages or event portals. 
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Geographical availability 

The geographical availability of Dynamics 365 for Marketing will be expanded to include all of the 

markets where Dynamics 365 for Sales is already supported. 

Area Currently supported Coming in October '18 

The Americas Canada, United States Argentina, Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Bermuda, Bolivia, 

Brazil, Cayman Islands, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Curacao, 

Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, 

Honduras, Jamaica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, 

Peru, Puerto Rico, St. Kitts and Nevis, Trinidad and Tobago, 

Uruguay, Venezuela, Virgin Islands U.S. 

Europe, 

Middle East, 

and Africa 

Denmark, France, 

Germany, Italy, 

Netherlands, Spain, 

United Kingdom 

Afghanistan, Albania, Algeria, Angola, Armenia, Azerbaijan, 

Austria, Bahrain, Belarus, Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 

Botswana, Bulgaria, Cameroon, Cabo Verde, Cyprus, Côte 

d'Ivoire, Croatia, Czech Republic, Egypt, Estonia, Ethiopia, 

Faroe Islands, Finland, Georgia, Ghana, Greece, Hungary, 

Iceland, Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Kenya, 

Kyrgyzstan, Kuwait, Latvia, Lebanon, Libya, Liechtenstein, 

Lithuania, Luxembourg, Macedonia (FYRO), Malta, Mauritius, 

Moldova, Monaco, Mongolia, Montenegro, Morocco, 

Namibia, Nigeria, Norway, Oman, Palestinian Authority, 

Pakistan, Poland, Portugal, Qatar, Romania, Russia, Rwanda, 

Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, South Africa, 

Sweden, Switzerland, Tajikistan, Tanzania, Tunisia, Turkey, 

Turkmenistan, Uganda, Ukraine, United Arab Emirates, 

Uzbekistan, Zambia, Zimbabwe 

Asia Pacific Australia, Japan Bangladesh, Brunei, Fiji, Hong Kong SAR, India, Indonesia, 

Korea, Macau SAR, Malaysia, Nepal, New Zealand, 

Philippines, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Taiwan, Thailand, Vietnam 
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Video content using Microsoft Stream 

Growing audience preference for audio/visual over written content has pushed marketers to start 

integrating video into their campaign and outreach strategies. Dynamics 365 for Marketing paves the 

way for video content to be added to marketing pages and emails. 

Online videos are an essential part of marketing, and the fastest-growing medium for reaching newer 

and wider audiences. Dynamics 365 for Marketing provides native support for embedding videos in 

marketing communications. 

The new videos feature in Dynamics 365 for Marketing adds a video block to the content designer. 

To add a video to any marketing page, just drag a video block from the designer's toolbox, drop it 

into place on your design, and choose which video to include. 

 

Just drag a video block to embed a video in your content 



 

 

Got feedback?  

Drop us a line at releasenotes@microsoft.com. We’ll use your feedback to improve our content. 

To find out when there are updates to this guide, follow us on Twitter @MSFTDynamics365. 
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